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With thanks to EdGEO for the Teacher Resources 
 
 
Schedule: 
  

Activity 1:    Earth’s Time Line  
 Activity 2: Earth History Clock and Canada Rocks 
 Activity 3: Fabulous Fossils – how do they form and what do they tell us?  

Activity 4: Reconstructing ancient geography 
 
 
Resources:  
  Fossil Kit 
  Earth History Clock 

Workshop Manual 
  Activity Handouts 
  BC Fossils Poster 
 
 

 
Useful websites: 
 
www.earthlearningidea.com 
 
www.edgeo.org 
 

www.earthsciencescanada.com
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Activity 1: Earth’s Time Line 

Background:   

Comparing the magnitude of geological time with time spans in a person’s lifetime is difficult.  
Geologists estimate the age of the Earth as 4.6 Billion years old by studying the rocks and minerals and 
by dating radioactive isotopes contained within them.  Earth has constantly changed through its history.  
Continents have moved around, come together and broken apart. There have been many mass 
extinctions and evolutionary changes in the history of life.  In this activity, your students will make a 
timeline from the earth’s birth to present day that they can actually walk along in order to get a better 
idea of how old our planet really is.  Many analogies or metaphors have been used to help us 
conceptualize the immensity of geological time.   

Materials: 
• 46 metres or 4.6 metres of adding machine paper, wallpaper, or rope 
• metre stick or measuring tape 
• markers 
• clothes pins (if using the rope) 

Procedure: 
 
1.  Use the 4.6m of paper or rope to represent 4.6 billion years of Earth history.  One cm will equal 
10 million years. 
2.  Using the annotated geological time scale, mark the major events in Earth history onto the paper 
or peg them onto the rope. (The table is based on using 46 metres, so you’ll have to adjust the 
measurements).  Your students could make pictures of the events on paper, but for today, we’ll just 
get the events on as words.  These are major events and students could research other dates.  You’ll 
need lots of wallspace if you go for the 46m version! 

Extensions  

A group project can include making a geological time-line for your classroom, using distances 
equaling 4.6 metres or 46 metres if you have lots of space, that are analogies for geological time.  
Examples include:  

1.  4.6 or 4 metres of adding machine tape, marked with key events. 

2. Variation is Geologic Time (Clothes) Line:  A similar length of rope or clothesline could have 
illustrated events attached by clothes pegs for students to peg where they think the events should lie.  
This is a more participatory form of the exercise.  Having the key marker for the start of the 
Phanerozoic as only 15% of the rope is a good visual. 

3.  Another participatory variation is to have the timeline (paper or rope) on the floor and designate 
students as events.  They then have to stand where their event occurs, so anyone within the 15% of 
the Phanerozoic will have to vie for space (especially the Cenozoic). 

4.  Use a calendar year or have students come up with their own metaphors (e.g. width across the 
country of Canada or length of a hallway in the school). 
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Odyssey Students and Teachers Demonstrate Earth Timeline 
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Activity 2: Earth History Clock and Canada Rock’s 
 

The immensity of our Earth’s history can also be visualized by looking at a clock face and breaking 
the 4.6 billion years down into a 12 hour period. This metaphor uses time to demonstrate time. You 
will get a copy of the colour time clock during the workshop. 
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Activity 3: How Fossils Form 

 
The fossil record preserves less than 1% of all the species that have ever existed on the earth. 
Preservation requires special conditions and is most likely when:  

 Presence of hard parts—soft-bodied organisms such as worms are rarely fossilized, but 
organisms with shells, bones and teeth are more resistant to stresses of burial and chemical 
change through time. 

 Favourable preservation environment—marine organisms are more likely to be fossilized 
than terrestrial organisms, as they may be buried quickly before they can be eaten or 
decomposed.  Areas of low oxygen levels (peat bogs, swamps) may also enhance preserve 
because bacterial decomposition is impeded. 

 
TYPES OF PRESERVATION 

1.  Original Material 
 Unchanged.  Examples are: bivalve shells, Pleistocene animals from the La Brea tar pits, 

insects preserved in amber, mammoths "freeze-dried" in glaciers or Arctic permafrost, and 
mummified ground sloths in dry caves in the American southwest. 

 Carbonization.  Volatile elements (N, S, O etc.) are lost, leaving only carbon.  This process 
preserves delicate and soft-bodied worms, jellyfish, insects and leaves. Unique organisms of 
the Burgess Shale were preserved by carbonization. 

2.  Replacement of Primary Material—Original organic material has been dissolved away by 
circulating groundwater and is replaced by minerals that precipitate out of solution.   

 Carbonate skeletons may be replaced by pyrite, hematite or limonite. 
 Shell, bone or wood is often replaced by microcrystalline quartz. 

This process can occur on a fine scale so that delicate features of the structures are retained. 

3.  Molds, Impressions, and Casts 
Surface characteristics of an organism can be preserved as an external mold or 

impression.  An internal mold reflects, for example, the internal surface of shell valves.  Molds 
only preserve surface markings: neither the original material that composed the hard part nor the 
internal structures remain.  When an organism is completely dissolved away, the space that it 
occupied in the sediment may be filled with other materials such as mud or clay.  This forms a 
cast of the organism. 

4.  Trace Fossils (Ichnofossils) 
The study of trace fossils is called ichnology.  Trace fossils may be tracks, trails, burrows, 

footprints, grazing patterns, and coprolites (fossilized fecal matter).  Trace fossils can tell us a 
great deal about the size, lifestyle, and environment of an organism. 
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Fossil Samples  EdGEO workshop November 2009 
 
 
----------------------------------------- 
 
Bivalves Pleistocene 
       Cenozoic Era 
Sea Urchin Eocene 
 
----------------------------------------- 
 
Petrified Wood Cretaceous/(Tertiary) 
 
Dinosaur bone  Cretaceous 
        
Shark teeth  Cretaceous 
       Mesozoic Era 
Gastropod  Cretaceous 
 
Ammonite  Jurassic/Cretaceous 
 
Belemnite  Jurassic 
 
----------------------------------------- 
 
Coral   Mississippian 
 
Brachiopod  Devonian     Paleozoic Era 
 
Trilobite Middle Cambrian 
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Activity 4: Reconstructing Ancient Geography 
Background 
 

There are many applications and uses of fossils.  As we have seen in the previous exercise, 
fossils help us tell geological time, and understand the history of life on Earth.  They also help us 
reconstruct ancient geography (paleogeography) and ancient environments (paleoecology).  
 Unusual patterns in the distribution of fossils were one of the first reasons that scientists 
began to suspect that the continents had not always been in the same positions they are today. Now 
that it is well established that continents have moved over the surface of the Earth, the present-day 
distribution of fossils is used as one line of evidence to reconstruct the position of continents and 
oceans in the geological past (paleogeography). Just as the distribution of animals and plants on the 
Earth today is affected by various environmental conditions, so were the organisms on the ancient 
Earth. The use of fossils for this purpose is termed paleobiogeography. 
 The appearance and disappearance of different fossils through time tells a story of changing 
environmental conditions. One of the main objectives in studying sedimentary rocks is the 
reconstruction of the environment in which the sediments that formed the rocks were deposited. 
Accurate reconstruction of environments can lead to the discovery of natural resources such as coal, 
many metals, salt, oil and gas. A study of the environmental requirements of organisms that become 
fossils provides the most accurate information on the ancient environment in which they lived. 
Studies of this type are referred to as paleoecology. 
It is useful to preface this exercise with discussion/activities on fossils, so the basic forms used 
here are known (what they are, how they form, what they tell us).   
 

Materials 
• Large-scale handout of map (see next page) 
• Overhead of map, overhead pens 
• Crayons or coloured pencils 
• Fossil kits 

 

Procedure 
 

1.  Pass out the maps. Have a large-scale version to display and use in Step 3.  Explain that this is a 
map of an imaginary continent. Locations A through I are places where fossils have been found in 
rocks of Mesozoic age (the “Age of Dinosaurs”, roughly 65 million-250 million years ago). The 
object of the activity is to make a map of what the continent looked like during Mesozoic time, i.e. 
where the land and ocean areas were at that time. 
2.  Have students select colours for land and water and make a key for the map. 
3.  The table at the top of the handout shows which fossils were found at each location. (Locations 
and fossil types are arbitrary and can be adjusted to suit your needs or preferences.) First have 
students place the appropriate fossil on the large-scale format of the map. Then have students colour 
each locality as either land or ocean. With elementary students it would work better to provide this 
information orally rather than to give them the written table. (For example, “At location A we found 
shark teeth. Was this land or ocean? O.K. colour that area with your colour for ocean.”) 
4.  Ask the students to colour all the areas around and between the localities as either land or ocean 
(interpolate between data points). Emphasize that the outline of the modern continent may have no 
relationship to the Mesozoic boundary. 
5.  Ask students whether location X was land or ocean in the Mesozoic, according to their maps. 
6.  Extension:  Have students use the same data to make a different possible map (interpretation). 
For extra credit or homework, have them see how many possible interpretations they can make from 
the same data. 
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Map Handout 
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Additional Activity: Detective Work and Fossil Footprints 

Background:   
Paleontologists, the geologists who study fossils, are detectives, in the sense that they use clues in the 
incomplete rock and fossil record to interpret ancient life and events. In this detective work, geological clues 
can be interpreted in more than one way. Commonly, more than one plausible story may explain the 
evidence.  Footprints are called trace fossils: there are lots of other kinds, including burrows or feeding tracks 
left in sediment by burrowing animals. Interpreting trace fossils often requires lots of ingenuity and 
imagination. 
 

Objective:   
When the students have finished this exercise, they should be able to interpret footprints (trace fossils) as a 
record of a past event and propose defensible hypotheses for the event that produced the footprints. 

 
Materials 
 
• Blacklines of Footprints 1 and 2 
• Overheads of Footprints 1 and 2 
• Paper and pencils to record observations 
 
Procedure 
 
1.  Fossil footprints were found by a paleontologist in the partially covered surface of a rock outcrop 
(Footprints 1). Examine the drawing of the footprints. Please note the footprints in the rock are much larger 
than shown in the drawing. Write down your observations and interpretation of what could have occurred to 
make these footprints. 
2.  The geologist removed some plants and dirt from the rock outcrop and found many more footprints. 
These are shown in Footprints 2. Write down your new observations and interpretations. What kinds of 
animals could have made these tracks? Did they walk on two legs or four? What event caused the footprint 
pattern? Were the footprints made at the same time? There are lots of questions you can ask! 
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